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Today can be characterized by "Popped Stops" and a creeper up-trend (Type III actually) all day long. 

Here's the lessons from the potential trades! 

1.  POPPED STOPS, BULL FLAG, BULLISH ABOVE $109. 
Continuing the logic from yesterday's report and the day before, IF we're above $109 THEN we're bullish (intraday).  

Taking that into account, you could have gotten long when we gapped and remained above $109.  A more appropriate 

entry was when we broke the declining trendline at the $109.20 area at 9:15am with a bullish breakout candle, placing a 

stop just under $109 and playing for a 'breakout' target.  This was also a simple Popped Stops play because a lot of 

traders thought we would be heading lower today due to yesterday's late-day sell-off (which got some swing traders 

short).  Any short-term trader who shorted yesterday had to cover on this morning's open, so that allowed for a 

"Popped Stops" play for intraday traders. 

The best exit was when a large bearish sell candle formed to take out a semi-large spinning top candle low at the 

$109.80 level, or to exit once we touched the $110.00 level which was an upside potential target. 

2.  RANGE TRADING CANNEL AND MOVING AVERAGE BUYS 
We developed a tight trading range, as seen by the rectangle trendlines drawn above.  This meant that the best trades 

were entered with a reversal candle bouncing off the lower support line (given that we were still in an uptrend as seen 

via the moving averages).  There were actually two such trades, with a spinning top bounce off the 20 EMA and lower 

trendline at 10:45am at $109.40 and then a bullish candle off support of the confluence of the lower trendline, lower 

Bollinger Band, and 50 EMA at 12:25 at the $109.55 level.  Both trades had a tight stop under the candle low and a small 

target of the upper trendline - both of which were hit.  The next trade was a breakout expectation from that range... and 

more popped stops. 

3.  POPPED STOPS, RANGE (RECTANGLE) BREAKOUT 
This was a relatively simple trade that was easy to mismanage if you weren't careful or were too risk averse (had your 

stop too close).  Price broke out from the rectangle at 12:45 but did NOT break above to a new price high above $110.00 

(nor did it form a new TICK high).  You could have gotten long there, but it would have resulted in a possible whipsaw if 

your stop was not under the rising 20 EMA at the $109.65 level, though if you entered and held on, you were treated to 

an eventual breakout. 

The ideal entry was as price broke ABOVE $110.00 to a new intraday high at 1:15... but even that Popped Stops trade did 

not last long.  Price did not generate the positive feedback loop (buyers buying the breakout and sellers/bears buying to 

cover their short-positions at the breakout).  We had a spinning top candle form at $110.20 then price took out that 

candle, triggering an official exit for a smaller than expected target.  Unless you were a really aggressive trader, you 

either gained a small profit, scratched for breakeven, or endured a small loss on this trade. 

4.  POPPED STOPS 
Nothing more to this trade than an end-of-day "Popped Stops" breakout play that took us to yet another intraday high... 

but strangely enough not a new TICK high.  Given that this trade set-up 20 minutes into the close, it's perfectly fine to 

skip these sort of trades into the close because of the degree of random noise that happens when funds/portfolios 

balance their positions, and price can move erratically as it does off the open. 
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Using a moderate aggression level, roughly $1.50 to $1.80 was possible as shown.  
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SPY - SP500 ETF 

 

If the signal from the Relative Volume chart is correct, then today's rally was a 'false' rally that was NOT confirmed by 

volume.  It leads us to believe that the rally is part of a CORRECTION phase up instead of believing that this is an 

impulse... meaning that we expect new lows yet to come instead of a full reversal... but that's basing a lot on a single bit 

of data. 

Only during two 15-min periods in the SPY did today's volume outpace the respective time volume of the past 25 days 

(average).  That means that volume did NOT confirm today's rally which hints that we could see a downswing ahead. 
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QQQQ - NASDAQ ETF 

 

I've received a few emails about how to create these charts.  I can't send the Excel file because you won't be able to use 

it as I do - I'm using a program called TraderXL that connects to my TD Ameritrade account which downloads data at the 

click of a button into Excel.  From the data downloaded, I've created the chart above using the "AverageIF" formula to 

average all volume readings from the respective time period of the last 15 days.  The color comes from the "conditional 

formatting" tool.  Today's volume is pulled from the current intraday 15-min data from TD Ameritrade and then I simply 

use a subtraction function to arrive at whether today's volume was more or less than the respective timeframe average 

volume.  Range refers to the "high minus low" for the respective timeframe (instead of volume). 

For those wanting to replicate this, the formula I use is: 

=AVERAGEIF($B$3:$B$2945,"10:00:00",$G$3:$G$2945) 

 

Where the "B" column is the time, and the G column is the volume.  It 'averages volume if' data time equals 10:00:00. 
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DIA - Dow Jones ETF 

 

The alternate method is to type in respective 15-min volume using the numbers shown in each evening's report to see if 

we are higher or lower than the average period. 
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So far, it feels like we're in an "ABC" corrective phase that could take us up to $112.00... or perhaps $115.00 at the most.   

I say corrective phase because as we rally, volume is declining and so is momentum.  Plus, the "A" wave took a three-

wave form as did the "B" wave.   

So while it's likely to see a move back to $112.00 to retrace part of the prior sell-off, it would be better to monitor what 

happens at $112.00 than to trade long aggressively... but intraday traders should always be nimble. 
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We see the 5-wave down-phase that occurred through May and the - so far - three-wave 'correction' to the upside that 

is currently unfolding.  Notice the negative volume and momentum divergences. 

If we get above $112.00, then the next major resistance level is $115.00.   

The market looks like it wants to run to $112.00, so be open to trade that if it happens intraday and prepared to short 

there if we start to see intraday sell-divergences or signals. 
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We're sitting exactly at the 200 day SMA - a key line on the chart to watch closely.  There's LOTS of overhead resistance 

both from moving averages (20 at 1,120 and 50 at 1,140) and prior price levels (1,150 and 1,170).   

It's possible we're forming a 5-wave impulse to the downside, which places us currently in WAVE 4 which is a three-wave 

up phase just like that of Wave 2 that was the 5-day rally after the May 6 crash... which gave way to a WAVE 3 that we 

just ended at the test of 1,040. 

So far, that seems to be the dominant view UNLESS we rise above 1,120 which would tilt more bullish and set the next 

target at 1,150. 

 

 


